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XtreMed Set to Dominate Medical Imaging Industry with Independent Bank’s Big Boost

HOUSTON – April 20, 2016 – XtreMed, a turnkey medical imaging provider, today announced a new financial 

relationship with Texas-based Independent Bank to expand its share in the freestanding emergency room 

market.

With this additional financial support, XtreMed continues to increase its role as a nation-wide radiology 

equipment provider and project manager for freestanding emergency rooms, hospitals, urgent care clinics, 

imaging centers and ambulatory surgery centers.

Servicing more than 40 locations throughout Texas and Colorado, XtreMed plans to continue several current 

projects while developing new projects in Arizona, California, Florida and Rhode Island.

“The deepening of our business relationship with Independent Bank allows XtreMed’s volume to evolve further 

beyond even our own expectations,” said Houman Farzian, chief executive officer of XtreMed. “Independent 

Bank’s valued support enables XtreMed to meet our expansion challenges head on while allowing our customers

to focus their efforts on their patients and not on the technology at hand.”

About XtreMed  

XtreMed is a medical imaging solutions provider headquartered in Houston, Texas. Since the inception of the 

freestanding emergency room market, XtreMed has performed more than 250 modality installations and 20 

complete radiology suite projects and currently provides technical support and modality maintenance for more 

than 40 FSECs nationwide. Visit XtreMed Enterprise LLC for more information. 

About Independent Bank 

Independent Bank is a $5.05 billion dollar community-centric lending institution, where business is handled face-

to-face and relationships are built on personal service. More than 40 locations serve North Dallas, Waco, Austin 

and Houston and provide a wide range of financial solutions tailored to meet the needs of businesses, 

professionals and individuals. Independent Bank offers some of the best capital equipment financing programs in

the industry, helping healthcare administrators deliver cutting edge diagnostic and treatment technologies to 

people in need. Visit Independent Bank for more information.

To view this story on PRWeb, please click here.
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